respect love solidarity support
STOP AIDS awareness prevention help
MOONSHINE BOTTLE OPENER KEYHOLDER

MOPTOPPER SCREEN CLEANER KEY HOLDER

TUBULAR TORCH KEYHOLDER
FIELDTRIP FIRST AID KIT

- 4 x plasters
- 1 x antiseptic towelette
- 1 x hand sanitizer gel
- 1 x insect sting relief pad
- 1 x hydrocortisone cream
- 1 x triple antibiotic ointment
- 1 x burn cream
- 1 x lip balm

SCOUT WATER-TIGHT FIRST AID KIT

- 8.5 (l) x 1.5 (d) x 10.7 (h)
- ABS
- 2 x plasters
- 2 x antiseptic towelettes
- 1 x hand sanitizer gel
- 2 x sunscreen lotion
- 1 x after sun gel
- waterproof container
- carabiner
CHILL-OUT STRESS BALL

HEART SHAPED STRESS BALL

WORLD AIDS DAY
1 DECEMBER

STOP AIDS

STRESS
SYMPHONY DRAWSTRING BAG

Main compartment uses strings to open wide and close with ease. Great for kids too. Can carry as a backpack or on one shoulder. Spacious branding area.
MONTE CARLO JUMBO SHOPPER

Jumbo shopper available in 6 stylish colours. Spacious. Environmentally friendly. 110 g/m2 laminated non-woven. 40.6 (w) x 16.5 (d) x 35.6 (h)
ICELAND BALL PEN

AVATAR STYLUS BALL PEN

SUNRISE BALL PEN

GOOFY MOPTOPPER DESK PEN

COMFY CLEAN BALL PEN

CLEO BALL PEN

World AIDS Day
ELEMENTARY PENCIL CASE

COLLATOR SQUARE POUCH

FRATERNITY UNIVERSAL POUCH

GRADUATE PENCIL CASE 600D
KOOSHTY BOOST WATER BOTTLE

KOOSHTY KALEIDO SUBLIMATION MUG

KOOSHTY SLURP STRAW SET

KOOSHTY GO-JO KUP

KOOSHTY NATURA BAMBOO FIBRE KUP
I-SPY WEBCAM COVER
TUSCAN RING GRIP & PHONE STAND
SNAP CARD WALLET AND PHONE STAND
RAZZLE DAZZLE PHONE CARD HOLDER
LED USB LIGHT
DAKOTA RFID PHONE CARD HOLDER
MAINSTAGE EARBUDS AND LENS CLOTH SET
NITRATE BLUETOOTH EARBUDS
HIT EARBUDS
MAXI 4000MAH SLIM POWERBANK
MOPTOPPER WEBCAM COVER & SCREEN CLEANER
UNIFY WIRELESS CHARGER
ORLEANS 3-IN-1 CONNECTOR CABLE & EARBUDS

RAZOR MEMORY STICK

OMEGA WIRELESS OPTICAL MOUSE & MOUSEPAD

RAZOR ONE GIFT SET

BOOST BLUETOOTH SPEAKER
2 IN 1 PHONE STAND WITH EARPHONE SPLITTER  
USB CAR CHARGER

MOBILE PHONE TRAVEL SET

ANTI-STRESS POWER BANK  
2000MAH
Available in variety of colours
Available in variety of colours
LADIES COLUMBIA TANK TOP

MENS SUPER CLUB 165 V-NECK T-SHIRT

UNISEX EOS 180 T-SHIRT

UNISEX SUPER CLUB 135 T-SHIRT

Available in variety of colours

World AIDS Day
Remember, Hope, Act.
145G BARRON CREW NECK T-SHIRT

LADIES 145G BARRON CREW NECK T-SHIRT

165G JOZI BASIC T-SHIRT

Available in variety of colours
KALEIDOSCOPE SATIN LANYARD

KALEIDOSCOPE PETERSHAM LANYARD

FRESH LANYARD

RHAPSODY LANYARD – VELCRO CLOSURE
Whatever your requirements, please contact us to help make your gift offerings extraordinary!

**Terms & Conditions:**

- Prices shown herein are an indication, accurate pricing will be quoted dependant on quantity, branding etc.
  - Prices exclude VAT, branding and courier fees
  - Minimum order quantities may apply to certain items
  - Lead time on branded orders is 5-10 days from approval of artwork
- As all perishable hamper items are made fresh to order, lead time on custom hampers is 4-7 days from order
  - Pictures are a representation only, actual products may differ slightly
- Stock is very fluid at this time of year, stock unfortunately cannot be guaranteed until official order is received
- Should you find the same product cheaper, please let us know and we will do our best to match or beat the price